We show in this paper by using the Wang-Landau flat-histogram Monte Carlo method that the phase transition in the XY stacked triangular antiferromagnet is clearly of first-order, confirming results from latest Monte Carlo simulation and from a nonperturbative renormalization group, putting an end to a long-standing controversial issue. 
I. INTRODUCTION
Effects of the frustration in spin systems have been extensively investigated during the last 30 years. Frustrated spin systems are shown to have unusual properties such as large ground state (GS) degeneracy, additional GS symmetries, successive phase transitions with complicated nature. Frustrated systems still challenge theoretical and experimental methods. For recent reviews, the reader is referred to Ref. 1. Let us confine our discussion on the nature of the phase transition in strongly frustrated spin systems. Since the nature of the phase transition depends on the symmetry and the dimension of the system, we have to examine first its GS properties. Of course, the nature of the order parameter defined according to the system symmetry determines the properties of the phase transition. One of the most studied systems is the stacked triangular antiferromagnet (STA): the antiferromagnetic (AF) interaction between nearest-neighbor (NN) spins on the triangular lattice causes a very strong frustration. It is impossible 1 to fully satisfy simultaneously the three AF bond interactions on each equilateral triangle. The GS configuration of both Heisenberg and XY models is the well-known 120-degree structure.
The phase transition in strongly frustrated spin systems is a subject of intensive inves- Hamiltonian is truncated at the beginning. Giving this fact, we have to be careful about its conclusion. As will be seen in this paper, the nonperturbative results are so far well We study again here the XY STA with high-resolution MC technique which is very efficient specially for weak first-order transition. 14 Our aim is to try to put an end to the controversy which has been lasting for 20 years. We will recall some important numerical results in the next section.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II is devoted to the description of the model and technical details of the Wang-Landau (WL) methods as applied in the present paper.
Section III shows our results. Concluding remarks are given in section IV.
II. MONTE CARLO SIMULATION: WANG-LANDAU ALGORITHM
We consider the stacking of triangular lattices in the z direction. The spins are the classical XY model of magnitude S = 1. The Hamiltonian is given by
where S i is the XY spin at the lattice site i, i,j indicates the sum over the NN spin pairs S i and S j in a xy triangular plane, while i,k indicates that of NN spin pairs between adjacent planes. J and J ′ are in-plane and inter-plane interactions, respectively. We shall suppose that J = 1 (antiferromagnetic) and J ′ = −1 (ferromagnetic) in the following.
Recently, Wang and Landau 14 proposed a Monte Carlo algorithm for classical statistical models. The algorithm uses a random walk in energy space in order to obtained an accurate estimate for the density of states g(E). This method is based on the fact that a flat energy histogram H(E) is produced if the probability for the transition to a state of energy E is proportional to g(E) −1 .
At the beginning of the simulation, the density of states (DOS) is set equal to one for all energies, g(E) = 1. In general, if E and E ′ are the energies before and after a spin is flipped, the transition probability from E to E ′ is
Each time an energy level E is visited, the DOS is modified by a modification factor f > 0 whether the spin flipped or not, i.e. g(E) → g(E)f . In the beginning of the random walk the modification factor f can be as large as e 1 ≃ 2.7182818. A histogram H(E) records how often a state of energy E is visited. Each time the energy histogram satisfies a certain "flatness" criterion, f is reduced according to f → √ f and H(E) is reset to zero for all energies. The reduction process of the modification factor f is repeated several times until a final value f final which close enough to one. The histogram is considered as flat if
for all energies, where the flatness parameter 0% < x% < 100% controls the accuracy of the estimated g(E), with increasing accuracy as x% approaches unity. H(E) is the average histogram.
Thermodynamic quantities 14, 15 can be evaluated using the canonical distribution at any temperature T by P (E, T ) = g(E) exp(−E/k B T )/Z where Z is the partition function de-
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IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS
We have studied in this paper the phase transition in the XY STA by using the flat histogram technique invented by Wang and Landau. The method is very efficient because it helps to overcome extremely long transition time between energy valleys in systems with a possible first-order phase transition. We found that the transition is clearly of first-order confirming therefore recent MC results using less efficient techniques. These results put 
